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ABSTRACT 

Observing blending of realities, daily life and gameplay in location-based mobile games is 

challenging. This study aims at observing this blending by targeting a vast number of images 

(N=2432), which have been taken during gameplay of a well-known game, Pokémon GO. Images 

were collected from social media communities of Pokémon GO players in Twitter, Facebook, and 

Instagram, and analyzed using visual and online ethnography. To keep the sample size manageable 

for analysis the images were collected only from Nordic Pokémon GO player communities in eight 

cities during 2016-2018. The findings show that blending of daily life and gameplay are observable 

from the shared photos especially from the augmented reality screenshots which is why in this 

article the context of gameplay, both outdoors and indoors, in Pokémon GO is described in more 

detail than in previous studies. 
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1. Introduction 

Pervasive games are games expanding what is traditionally considered gaming. While early 21st 

century these games were still marginal, today some of its subcategories such as location-based 

mobile games (LBMGs) have become mainstream. The context of gameplay, the city streets, is an 

integral part of LBMGs.  How the gameplay is entwined with daily life, is an equally important 

characteristic (Liu, Wagner & Suh, 2017; Montola Stenros, & Waern, 2009; Paavilainen et al., 

2017). For research, difficulties posed by the uncontrolled environment, create challenges for 

observing the blended realities of game space and blending of daily life and gameplay as it 

happens.  

Despite the decline in number of players, Pokémon GO still has a sizable global player community 

and the game has been actively updated to keep the players’ interests alive (Niantic, 2016). This 

player base and its behavior offers rich pool of material for analyzing game context and blending 

of realities during gameplay of LBMGs. Although Pokémon GO can be characterized as an “an 

augmented reality (AR) game”, the AR feature is not extensively used or is seldom required in 

gameplay (Alha, Koskinen, Paavilainen, & Hamari, 2019; Azuma, 1997; Paavilainen et al., 2017). 

The blending of game’s digital contents augments the physical environment in a way that the game 

can be characterized as a pervasive game, more specifically a mixed reality or a hybrid reality 

game in addition to being a LBMG (Benford & Giannachi, 2011; Montola et al., 2009; de Souza 

e Silva, 2009). 

Empirical research on Pokémon GO often utilizes ethnographic and survey methods (Ishii, Ajito 

& Kawahata, 2016; Liu et al. 2017; Paasovaara, Jarusriboonchai & Olsson, 2017; Paavilainen et 

al., 2017; Vella et al., 2017). These approaches can produce knowledge either on the gameplay 

primarily in the physical environment or, as it is with surveys, information that is asynchronous to 



the gameplay. Ishii et al. (2016) state that a key problem is that Pokémon GO players do not always 

post to social media during gameplay. In this study visual online ethnography and a qualitative 

analysis of 2432 images from social media sites (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter) of Pokémon GO 

communities from eight Nordic cities was conducted. The images are taken while playing the 

game, therefore, despite there may be delays when posting them, the imagery makes the blending 

of daily life and gameplay perceivable as it happens. 

This article first introduced the related work on the significance of social networking for Pokémon 

GO players including introduction on relevant theories on how playful spaces in cities have been 

described. How AR is used in Pokémon GO gameplay is in addition explained following with 

introduction to the method used in this study, visual online ethnography. Results and their 

relevance in the light of introduced related work and theories are discussed before concluding the 

article.  

2. Literature review 

The global launch of Pokémon GO in July 2016 set foundation for social connectedness. 

Participating in the hype became a shared cultural experience that created a sense of belonging in 

connection to both people and places (Vella et al., 2017). There has been a similar rush of interest 

by researchers, as over the past years close to ten thousand academic publications have been 

written from various perspectives (Google Scholar, search phrase “Pokémon GO”). Although the 

game elements that encourage exploration are key reasons for continued Pokémon GO gameplay 

(Alha et al., 2019). Pokémon GO also has social implications. 90% of the players play with people 

they know (e.g. family members from different generations who are brought closer by the shared 

experience). “Friendship maintenance” has been found to be one of the key motivators for playing 

the game (Vella et al., 2017). The players state that the game does act as an icebreaker between 



strangers and shared goals during gameplay enhance social cohesion (Paavilainen et al., 2017; 

Vella et al., 2017; Yang & Liu, 2017). However, this type of social cohesion is mostly observed 

in the physical world, outdoors while in gameplay. Wang et all. (2018) state that it is possible that 

cyber-physical social networks provide social support different purely physical or virtual social 

networks. The enhanced social cohesion does indeed span to the online communities. Many 

players state that they have received unexpected support from their Facebook team members while 

injured or sick (Paavilainen et al., 2017; Vella et al. 2017). Pokémon GO players form an online 

community around the gameplay, where the overarching theme of discussion is the game itself. 

Game achievements and captured pokémon are reported extensively, when personal matters, 

prevalent in personal social media content, are not as common (Hu, Manikonda & Kambhampati, 

2014; Majgaard & Larsen, 2017). Activity in social networks has been found to result in enhanced 

physical activity in related activities, which combined with the increased physical activity of the 

Pokémon GO players can enhance the healthy effect (Althoff, Jindal & Leskovec, 2017; Althoff, 

White & Horvitz, 2016). The reach of Pokémon GO to the digital space of social media also has 

other implications. For instance, Pokémon GO has been found to revive lost interest in natural 

history and nature conservation. A Twitter hashtag #Pokeblitz helps people identify “real” species 

photographed while playing (Brulliard 2016; Dorward, Mittermeier, Sandbrook & Spooner, 2017).  

2.1. Context of gameplay 

Spatial expansion is a key quality of pervasive games as defined by Montola (2005). This 

expansion refers to the gameplay taking place in a setting or expanding in scope outside traditional 

game arenas; the gameboard metaphor is often used when describing this expansion: instead using 

a game board, the game is played on the city streets (Montola et al., 2009) and there may be a bias 

towards assuming that pervasive games are outdoor games. The context for many current pervasive 



games (Southerton, 2013) and hybrid reality games (de Souza e Silva, & Sutko, 2008; de Souza e 

Silva, 2009; 2016) is often urban as the urban environment provides social and technological 

possibilities for the games. Some location-based mobile games (LBMGs) are, for instance 

Zombies run! (Southerton, 2013) a popular pervasive exergame, specifically designed to be played 

outdoors. Other games, such as Pokémon GO (Niantic., 2016), do not directly restrict the game 

context and as of spring 2020, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the game has been updated to 

support indoor play better. Although locationing on mobile phones does not work as well indoors 

as it does outdoors, there are many game activities that do not require precise locationing or 

locationing at all.  

What current LBMGs have done is expanding the context of gameplay outside and around the 

physical hubs, such as pervasive displays, that have been previously used for gameplay in urban 

areas (O’Hara, Glancy, & Robertshaw, 2008). The games are permeating contexts that in theory 

were early 21st century considered playful, but then there were no singular games that would have 

been able to pervade the whole strata of different possible contexts for gameplay. This is what 

some of the current LBMGs, such as Pokémon GO can do. There are many perspectives to what 

extend cities are playful. Alavesa (2018) suggests in her work alternate mediators for different 

layers of urban space, one of those mediators are the affordances created by games. Sicart (2016) 

takes this further and suggests play itself as the interface that allows interaction with city spaces 

that are defined not just by architectonic fixtures. He states that this playful interaction is not only 

based on human playfulness (Huizinga, 1955), but something that can and should be fostered by 

the cities. Inspired by Sicart’s (2016) perspective Wong, Balmford, Hjorth & Richardson (2019, p 

266) suggest that “Through the lens of playful media, we can gain new insights into how “work” 

or “home” are negotiated, especially as we move through different places and spaces.” According 



to Sicart (2014) almost any space can become a playground. Spaces encompass cues, which signal 

players that they are available for play i.e. playful spaces. There is however a lack of discussion 

on how the signals are interpreted or what they can be when the spaces can be any spaces in urban 

environment and not areas staged for play by artificial situations, norms, rules and objects. The 

digital playgrounds can be situated fully in virtual worlds, however there is another kind of hybrid 

playground that combines the blended digital contents, such as Pokémon, and the physical spaces 

(Alavesa, 2018; Sicart, 2014; de Souza e Silva, 2009; Wang et al. 2018). In Pokémon GO many 

of the so-called artificial objects defining the playfulness of a space are in fact digital and globally 

distributed to points of interest mainly in urban areas (Colley et al. 2017). Many of the previous 

mappings of play in the cities encompass the whole city without going into details. 

2.2. Hybrid reality and extending across digital and physical spaces 

For this study, hybrid reality logic (de Souza e Silva., 2009; de Souza e Silva., 2016; de Souza e 

Silva & Sutko 2008) is adopted. It states that LBMGs combine different realities such as digital 

environments, social networks and the city streets. There are many examples of hybrid spaces or 

realities that span and entwine digital and physical in Pokémon GO. Global simultaneous grouping 

of people with a shared goal of catching pokémon forms an “information ground”. This is a 

situation where people group with a purpose other than information sharing yet flow of information 

occurs as the participants interact (Ishii et al., 2016; Pettigrew, 1999). This phenomenon forms the 

basis of the study of Lee, Windleharth, Yip & Schmalz (2017) on the information behavior of 

Pokémon GO players. They noticed in their ethnographical study that in the physical environment 

people share information directly, shouting or physically moving between locations. 

Simultaneously in the online space, the information flow is comprised of indirect observations 

such as checking game status (e.g. Pokestop ownership) or weather information. They state that 



they failed to observe blending of the information spaces, although they describe how the players 

use online communities to organize and disseminate knowledge (Lee et al., 2017). Wang et all. 

(2018) deepen the observations into this social networking by combining spatial analysis and 

ethnographical surveys on the street of Melbourne, Australia to attain results from social networks 

on the street in relation to game specific locations. They call the blending of realities in Pokémon 

GO as “cyber-physical social networks”. Their study was restricted to hours considered free time; 

hence the full blending of daily life and gameplay was outside the scope of their study. 

It can be argued that the urban game arena as a hybrid information ground contains both the 

physical and the online communities where the flow of information reaches. This study also relies 

on Sicart’s (2016) theory or what he calls rhetoric of play, which embraces the notion of ambiguity 

of play in addition to accepting the cities as technocultural landscapes comprised of cultural, social 

and technical. While hybrid reality logic (de Souza e Silva., 2009) describes the inseparable 

entanglement of the physical, digital and social in urban environments. Following these exhaustive 

theories, the focus of this inspection is targeted where the entanglement of playful, digital, physical 

and social can be seen, the (AR) snapshots and photos the players publish in online communities. 

2.3. AR use in Pokémon GO 

Though Pokémon GO is characterized as AR game, the AR features are not necessary for 

gameplay. Paavilainen et al. (2017) report in their extensive study that only 9% play with AR on 

while 75,1% play AR mode off, and the rest switch between the modes. In fact, the AR mode does 

not offer any benefits to gameplay. Although some players state that the use of technology 

motivates them to play (Alha et al., 2019). The use of AR consumes battery as it requires the back 

camera of the smart phone to be turned on. In addition, the pokémon may disappear from camera 

view when one moves the phone, which can be frustrating for players. From the perspective of the 



player experience, it also seems that the AR functionality is not necessary for spatial or sensory 

immersion, both of which are high (88% and 72%) for players of whom minority are using the AR 

(Liu et al., 2017; Paavilainen et al., 2017). 

3. Methodology 

In this study visual online ethnography (Kozinets, 2015; Lotay, 2016; Schwartz, 1989) was used 

to distill knowledge from the AR and other images players post in Pokémon GO related social 

media sites (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram).  

Ethnography is derived from anthropological tradition of documenting and interpreting aspects of 

human experience and cultural behavior. According to Senior and Chenhall (2012), ethnography 

is a methodology with a non-reductionist view of the world (Althoff et al., 2017), capable of 

capturing the lived experiences of human, their context to gain in depth understanding. Skågeby 

(2008) defines ethnography as a description of individuals, groups or cultures in their own 

environment often over an extended period. Its advantage arises from the first-hand witnessing 

and discovering which is seen as central to the proper understanding and interpretation of a specific 

context of action and subsequent actions (Skågeby, 2008). The study presented in this article was 

conducted in a unique time-period in Pokèmon GO’s evolution, since of February 2019 and in 

many updates thereafter the use of AR feature in Pokémon GOhas been enhanced, which is why 

there is now an abundance of AR images in social media, and it is not at all certain if the image 

has been taken for the purpose of taking a snapshot with a specific pokémon or while playing the 

game. The current version of the game does at time also force the use of AR to complete game 

tasks, which influences the spontaneity of available imagery. 

Expanding from the conventional field-based ethnography approach, digital ethnography is unique 

in that it is an ethnography in, of, and through the web medium with ubiquity (Kozinets, 2015). 



Various scholars suggest that online ethnography draws much on the procedures and 

considerations of traditional ethnography (Hine, 2000; Skågeby, 2008). Online ethnography is 

“traditional ethnography” adapted to the study of online communities. Online digital ethnography 

involves several data collection methods, such as document collection and online observation 

(Kozinets, 2015; Lotay, 2016). In the case of this study, it is the observationin several Pokémon 

GO related online communities. 

To fully understand how players interact with the hybrid realities that are brought forward by 

Pokémon GO, it is necessary to take into account the individual and socio-cultural meanings of 

player-behavior and activities on social media, which cannot be fully captured without attention 

to the context in which they are situated (Androutsopoulos, 2008). In this study, visual online 

ethnography was carried out by analyzing extensive number of images from online player 

communities. Similar approach has been utilized with visual and other digital contents in previous 

research on Facebook groups (Beaulieu, 2004; Hine, 2000; Markham & Baym, 2008; Pittman & 

Reich, 2016). 

Photographs themselves are not just messages that trigger objective existing meaning in the 

viewer. The process of image making, the photographic methods, enrich the images with meaning 

(Schwartz, 1989). The environmental images (Lynch, 1960) taken by the Pokémon GO players 

combine both perception and the experience of the physical environment, which are filtered by 

action, in this case gameplay. Despite offering only a glimpse into the Pokémon GO players’ lives 

using a method of observing the online community offers advantages in being able to expand the 

scope of the observation geographically and socially (Griffiths, Lewis, de Gortari & Kuss, 2016). 

As Madden (2014) argues, ethnography’s defining feature is not in face-to-face contact but “a 



shared sense of participation”, which is methodologically important for this study to be called 

ethnography. 

 

4. Material and data analysis 

The study was initiated with a mapping study on literature related to Pokémon GO. In addition, 

the game was played by the observers to familiarize themselves with the gameplay and support 

understanding the images. The literature related to Pokémon GO was searched with Google 

Scholar and search phrase “Pokémon GO”. During November - December 2017 this search then 

yielded 5880 results, of which most papers had no empirical research approach. The key papers 

from this part of the study are referred to in this paper. They stand out methodologically and 

address the social aspects of gameplay. The literature was later April-June 2019 revisited after the 

analysis of collected images to update knowledge on research conducted 2018 and 2019. The 

research process is outlined in the following figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Process of this research.    

The scope of this research spans through eight cities across five Nordic countries, including 

Finland (Helsinki, Tampere, Turku, and Oulu), Sweden (Stockholm), Denmark (Copenhagen), 

Norway (Oslo) and Iceland (Reykjavik). The collection of images was conducted during 

November 16 to December 22 in 2017. The sample contained images posted on social media sites 



since the release of Pokémon GO, July 2016. The search phrases used on Instagram were: 

#pokemongo suffixed with the name of a particular city, both in English and the native language. 

In Twitter it was possible to use Boolean search with phrases #pokemongo and the name of the 

city as separate. Although images from three social media sites were analyzed, the main contributor 

for the analysis was Facebook, with 65,3% of the analyzed photos. In Facebook, the observers 

signed up for Pokémon GO player groups for each city (Pokémon GO Island for images from 

Reykjavik). 

The Facebook groups included had 34 081 members and active discussion at the time of this study. 

712 (51% Male and 49% Female) individual people submitted the images that were part of the 

sample from Facebook. Demographics data was retrieved only based on Facebook, it is however 

safe to say that although some players post AR snapshots and photographs more often than others, 

the analyzed images represent many and form an adequate sample size of the whole population of 

Pokémon GO players.  

The total number of images reviewed was 6293, of which the screenshots of the Pokémon GO user 

interface were excluded. They contributed to 61.4% of the images in social media communications 

of the players. Photos, either AR snapshots (13.2%) or other photos (21.2%) were selected for 

closer inspection. In the end there were 2 432 images left for analysis. The topical themes in the 

images are much as described in a prior study (Majgaard & Larsen, 2017). Since the images 

analyzed are not only on public, but some are in semi-public forums, it was found necessary to do 

the coding amongst the researchers and therefore no material was handed to third parties. 

Furthermore, the discussion between the two observers during the process of analysis was valuable 

to the outcome of this research. 



The coding schema is based on a schema from Selfiecity, for studying the urban context of selfies 

in social media (Tifentale & Manovich. 2015). The schema was adjusted after preliminary side by 

side coding of roughly 400 images, as parameters for image tagging e.g. coding, relevant for the 

objective of the study were needed. The final coding schema (Table 1) contains two LBMG 

specific categories on blending of hybrid realities (Blending) and blending of daily life and 

gameplay. The activity category (from the original schema) provides a detailed view on what kind 

of daily activities are blended with gameplay. Arts and crafts specific code, “Arts and crafts” was 

added as there are noticeable number of photos related crafts and fan art among the full image 

collection. These images include indirect screenshots, for example, the photos that are taken to 

present a screenshot or image-collages. Since many of the analyzed images do not contain game 

elements especially in the photo category, we also added relevant codes for these, such as 

“Undefined” and “No Blending”. These images are scoped in such manner that it isimpossible to 

code them in a way relevant to the category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Table 1.  The coding schema for first stage of analysis and categorization of the image topics 

Category Code 

Subject* Person, Object, Food, Group, Public event, Landscape, 

Advertisement, Screenshot Architecture, Interior, Pet, Selfie, 

Edited image 

AR view Photo, AR view 

Space Indoor, Outdoor 

Indoors Private, Public 

Outdoors Built, Urban nature, Nature 

Use situation Playing, Daily Play, Undefined 

Blending of realities Digital to Physical, Both ways between digital and physical, 

Physical to Digital through Items, Digital to physical through 

Imagination, Undefined  

Activity Income, Nutrition, Mobility, Education, Social, 

Consumption, Caretaking, Personal care, Arts and crafts, 

Leisure 

*Coding of the AR view was defined by the background (as they would have otherwise 

always been considered mere screenshots) 

 

Initial coding was done using a software called ImageTagger (SPIN Unit, 2015). Two observers 

conducted the coding. Agreement testing was conducted using point-by point agreement by 



Cohen’s Kappa (Bakeman & Quera, 2011; Fleiss, Levin & Paik, 2013) with a sample of 114 

photos. On image subject the observers according to the guidelines from Altman (1999) had good 

agreement (κ= 0.607), in recognizing AR view in images very good agreement (κ=0.965), on 

indoor and outdoor spaces and all their subcategories the agreement was moderate (κ=0.505), as it 

was on observing blending of daily life and gameplay (κ=0.569), on blending of realities (κ=0.581) 

and on interpreting activities from the images (κ=0.588). All values had p < 0.001. The subsequent 

analysis and categorization followed general qualitative coding principles (Charmaz 2011). The 

identified topics were used for categorizing the data until no new themes arose from the material. 

5. Results 

The main subject in the images varied (Figure 2). There are more landscapes in images taken using 

AR view (21.7%), possibly because the individual pokémon are often at the focal point of those 

images and outdoor landscapes offer a suitable backdrop for them. Mere photographs in turn depict 

objects (19.9%), such as game related purchases. In AR screenshots the main topic was an object 

only in very few images (2.7%). These differences warrant a reason to keep the analysis of the two 

differing types of images separate. 

 



Figure 2. The main subjects in analyzed images. The alluvial diagram is structured so that 

thickness of each line is proportional to the number of images coded. 

 

Tifentale & Manovich (2015) notice in their study that the number of selfies among city specific 

images posted in social media sites is quite low 3-5%. In Pokémon GO communities, the 

percentage is 3.7%. This also complements the knowledge that the games and gameplay are 

usually the topic of content in game related forums (Griffiths et al., 2016; Al-Rawi & Consalvo, 

2019).  

5.1. Context of gameplay 

The most dominant environment for play is urban build environments (37.6%) (Figure 3). Urban 

green areas (20.0%) are second and only a few photos from cemeteries can be observed. Indoor 

gameplay (19.6%) in private (11.4%) or public places (8.2%) is frequent. Although it does not 

match outdoor gameplay in popularity it contributes to one thirds of gameplay depicted in the 

images. 

 

Figure 3. A graph on how context of gameplay is divided on 2189 images where the context was 

observable. The alluvial diagram is structured so that thickness of each line is proportional to the 

number of images coded. 



Indoors people seem to prefer to play both in public and private locations. The public locations are 

cafes or shops in between routes through outdoor spaces and the private locations are usually 

homes. The gameplay indoors is not as intense as outdoors gameplay and it is more entwined with 

daily life activities (Figure 4). In AR images taken outdoors one can see mostly landscapes in 

private indoors locations the depicted subjects show more variability. Build urban outdoors 

environment is the most common context for playing the game, despite the players often group in 

urban green areas. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Intensity of gameplay indoors and outdoors, (left) a player states that they have a new 

low maintenance pet that only wants for you to throw a ball at it from the sofa once in a while and 

(right) a player comments her muddy feet by wondering what went into her while chasing a 

pokémon into the woods. Figures with permission from Mia Niittyaro-Nygren (left) and the 

copyright holder wishes to stay anonymous (right). 

 

5.2. Use situation: Blending of daily life and gameplay  



Many of the activities such as Income (0.4%) and Education (0.4%) are underrepresented in the 

gathered material and Leisure (56.4%) is obviously overrepresented as gameplay even when 

blended with daily life can still be observed as leisure activity. The rules of online communities 

often require the communication to be game related. Fairly few such images where context of the 

activities of education or income are blended with gameplay were identified. This suggests that 

work and school are still somewhat nonplayful contexts when it comes to LBMGs. It is also 

possible that people are careful not to report playing while working especially if the photos are 

shared on social media (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. The activities presented in 2328 images where the activity was perceivable or deductible. 

The activities are in the middle node and on the right node lies the Use situation e.g. observed 

blending of daily life and gameplay (there were 8 undefinable images in this category). 

 

Players capture pokémon while having lunch, walking their dog, commuting, or shopping for 

groceries (Figure 6). These activities are perceived as daily life activities. Social activities are high 

in the most popular activity to blend with gameplay, but the social activity in analyzed images is 

mostly taking part in player gatherings, hence the activity would not exist without the game.  



 

 

 

Figure 6. Typical activities, (left) having a snack with a friend and playing, coded as Nutrition 

(right) and walking a dog while playing, which was coded as Caretaking. Figures with permission 

Rebeca Dragomir (left) and Anu Vehkomäki (right).  

 

Arts and Crafts (18.7%) was the most common clearly defined activity observed in the images. 

Fan art of such a popular game can be expected [27]. The players go as far as placing their 

sculptures on a street walk and capturing a photo of it as if it were AR view from the game (Figure 

1). The extend and variety of the player creations tells how the game narrative is influencing daily 

choices of the players (Figure 7). 

 



  

Figure 7. Fanart created by the players, knitting and embedding the pokémon to a physical 

environment (left) .A rare pokémon soaring through the sky (right). Figures with permission from 

Kaisa Soukka (left) and Markus Sebastian Waara (right). 

 

There is also a specific form of fanart where the digital game and physical landscapes or objects 

are used to create more serious pieces of art (Figure 7, right). Some players specialize in “nature 

photography” of rare pokémon. 

 

5.3. Combining realities 

In how blending of realities is depicted in the analyzed images the AR images and photos differ 

the most. Digital overlay of the AR view creates an obvious blending in the direction from digital 

to physical environment (Figure 8) and this blending is most visible in AR snapshots. The No 

Blending images were such that there was no observable blending between the digital or other 

contents of the game and physical environment detectable in those images. Most of these were 

landscape photos. 



 

Figure 8. In what frequencies photos and AR screenshots show blending between digital game-

space and the physical world. 

 

Furthermore, two directional blending of realities, where the digital contents is projected against a 

physical backdrop in a way that the physical environment affects how the digital is situated is made 

possible by the AR view of the game (Figure 9.), although some two-directional blending can be 

observed from some photos too. AR screenshots that show pokémon embedded in the daily 

activities of the players with creativity and timing (Figure 9.) are more commonplace than mere 

chance would allow.  



 

Figure 9. Two way blending of realities (also daily life and gameplay indoors), (left) playing 

Pokémon GO in AR mode at a public location while attending Cirque du Soleil performance in 

Stockholm, (middle) an indoors private location a player is having Lickitung do his dishes. 

Embedding digital pokémon into context of daily life (right) in a way that further shows two-way 

influence between digital and physical environments through composition and timing. Figures 

with permission from Jean G. Stephan (left), Pyry Ekholm (center) and Christian Seppänen (right). 

 

The formation of schemas and the blending effect from physical to virtual through imagination 

can be observed in images where physical world objects are perceived as pokémon (Figure 10). 



 

Figure 10. Pokémon becoming a part of mental schemas of players and blending of realities 

through imagination, the pokémon the features in the environment are compared to below. This 

phenomenon is also known as called game transfer (Ortiz de Gortari, 2018). Figures with 

permission from an anonymous player form the Facebook group Pokémon GO Stockholm (left) 

and an anonymous player (right). 

 

6. Discussion 

Blending of realities and the blurry boundary between daily life and gameplay is made observable 

in the images the players post in social media sites. In this article photos of gameplay and AR 

screenshots revealed new qualities of this blending and how it is structured. Daily life and 

gameplay proved to be so deeply interlaced that unblurring their blendingcompletely does not seem 

possible.  Regardless of how little use the AR feature has in gameplay, and whether it upkeeps 

player retention (Alha et al., 2019), the AR screenshots and other photos posted in social media 



sites are a specific form of communication for the players. Amongst the images the players use to 

communicate in social media, there are plenty of AR images although they do not dominate. In 

fact, most of the images are screenshots from the game user interface such as images from hatching 

eggs (pokémon eggs require a 2-10km walk to hatch). A typical comment for an image depicting 

outdoors scenery is: “On a Sunday walk through the rain and 100% raikoun” or “Spotted this while 

pokehunting”. Although the presented analysis is mainly based on visual ethnography, 

observations are affected by the short commentary the players submitted alongside their images. 

6.1. Playful urban space, where? 

Homo ludens, what Huizinga (1955) calls modern human, is intrinsically playful, and that 

playfulness is passed on to the spaces we occupy or observe (Sicart, 2014, 2016; de Souza e Silva., 

2009). Some locations and activities for Pokémon GO play are more playful than others.  In 

LBMGs, the players are in motion and playful urban space could be perceived to be towards the 

direction of the smallest resistance. The players roam on the city streets and in their homes, e.g. 

the areas they have access to. The resistance though may be in the form of physical walls and 

obstacles but also in the form of common norms. Despite the post-launch news on Pokémon GO 

players mindlessly wandering at locations where discretion is required, this research shows that 

players roam in commonly accessible places. Build urban environment is in fact the most common 

context for gameplay. Personal privacy does not form such obstacle though, the playful urban 

space includes the players’ homes, beds, and bathrooms. However, they do not often play in the 

office or at school. This finding suggests that the entwined gameplay is in the daily lives of the 

players. In contrast, professional life is rarely blended with leisure. These observations support to 

the notion of distinguishable magic circle (Huizinga, 1955; Stenros, 2012) in LBMGs. Magic circle 

being the boundary between gameplay and daily life (Huizinga, 1955), of which’s 



distinguishability in pervasive and therefore also LBMGs, has been debated (Montola, 20015; 

Stenros, 2012). 

In Pokémon GO the observable activities and the crowds are often concentrated around locations 

called Gyms, Pokestops, or the spawn locations of the Pokémon, which are all situated outdoors 

or public indoor spaces (Ishii et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2018). Players also tend to explore more 

outside their usual daily routes (Evans & Saker, 2018). However, these game specific locations 

can be accessed from indoors when they are close enough, and pokémon can be lured to one’s 

person using a digital item called incense. So, the game is and can be played indoors. This aspect 

is somewhat neglected in current literature of the game and the design implications of the indoor 

play could be taken into better consideration. The possibility to play the game indoors, especially 

at one’s home offers different lower level of intensity of gameplay and a more intimate blending 

of daily life and gameplay. 

6.2. Blending realities 

It is notable that the AR imagery shows how the social media posts of photos depict the two-way 

influence between the physical world and the virtual one. People pose alongside the pokémon and 

appear to hold them or take snapshots of the digital creatures sitting on the edge of a wineglass or 

a toilet seat. The social media sites can be interpreted as one observed layer in the hybrid space 

(Alavesa, 2018; de Souza e Silva., 2009). The digital game contents and the physical context for 

gameplay present other realities. There is a clear interplay between the digital and physical in the 

analyzed images. In addition, there is interplay between the minds and imaginations of the players 

towards both digital and physical realms. The phenomenon of association between physical and 

digital stimuli while playing a game is called game transfer (Ortiz de Gotari, 2018). The players 

can imagine pokémon are present in the physical world or have visual and auditory hallucination 



like experiences while playing the game. This phenomenon has been studied in location-based 

gaming with AR, such as Pokémon GO and Ingress, where constant shifting of attention i.e. 

cognitive jumps between digital and physical environments is required in gameplay (Ortiz de 

Gotari, 2018; Sifonis, 2016). Recent studies also show physiological adaptations in Pokémon GO 

as restructuring of areas in areas of brain responsible for visual processing (Janini & Konkle, 

2019). The game transfer observed in this study is multidirectional; hand-crafted pokémon are 

situated into the physical streets where digital pokémon would appear, every-day objects are seen 

resembling pokémon regardless of context, and selfies or portraits are taken posing with digital 

creatures tied to their location by geocoordinates and AR targeting. These phenomena show that 

minds and imaginations tie the physical and digital in similar manor as physical objects (Spallazzo 

& Mariani, 2018) or locationing (de Souza e Silva & Sutko, 2018). Sociability shown by the 

images is not that apparent, although many images were in the end reported in the social context, 

in social media.  

6.3. Additional observations and outlier behavior  

It is possible to see Pikachu wearing a red cap, a gnome hat, in pictures taken during the holidays. 

This kind of two directional temporal blending shows that there already is some degree of blending 

of realities by design in Pokémon GO. Other examples of this are water type pokémon spawning 

closer to a body of water, or pokémon who cannot fly being tracked on a surface and flying 

pokémon hovering in the air with a hint of a shadow beneath. In this study, these forms of blending 

were interpreted one-directional from digital to physical. 

At some point there has been a meme where people wait for a specific pokémon to spawn (either 

Krabby or Hypno) and run to the nearest toilet to take an AR snapshot. The images stand out from 

the sample, but they are not that frequent. They also show the how willing the players are to publish 



images from private environment to social media. The private setting does not however mean that 

the images are intimately private as there are hardly ever people in the images, just pokémon. 

Considering that Pokémon GO can also be characterized as an exergame, it is surprising that there 

are only few images that reflected this aspect of gameplay (an image of a smartwatch that instead 

of a pedometer showed when an egg would hatch).The game does make people exercise and move 

in a subtle way which may be why people do not self-report (using imagery) of this aspect of 

gameplay. Many images of worn out shoes were shared. 

6.4. Limitations and future work 

This article aims at providing a view to the boundary between daily life and gameplay, with the 

aim of removing some of the blurriness, yet in PokémonGO the daily life and gameplay become 

so intermingled that they are inseparable. While our coding schema was structured so that the 

codes were discrete, this does not remove the ambiguity of reality the analyzed images present. 

This also shows in the low agreement scores between observers. In other words, the ways and 

depth of blending between daily life and gameplay observed in this study form a continual 

spectrum. Thecodes and categories usedfor analysis only present a rough sampling from that 

spectrum. A closer sampling and inspection of the blending between daily life and gameplay could 

reveal more about this blending, however based on this research it can be easily concluded that the 

blending is very noticeable.  

In this study the observers played actively only in three of the cities in the sample of the study. 

However, they are familiar with the Nordic urban landscape to the extent that they could assess 

the context of gameplay. Especially making the distinction between private and public interior 

space is easier when one is familiar with the public interior spaces depicted. The ambiguity of the 



observer phenomenon and interpretability of the results contributed to the low agreement scores 

between the two observers.  

This study presents a Nordic perspective on LBMGs and Pokémon GO is a global phenomenon, 

which is known to reflect into how the gameplay is communicated via social media (Al-Rawi & 

Consalvo, 2019). Expanding the analysis to material for social media sites globally would make it 

possible to create a global map on playful spaces, which would be an interesting target for future 

research. 

The earliest images analyzed by us were submitted within a week from the global release of the 

game, hence there is a retrospective nature in this study. People are however known to curate and 

edit their images in social media sites (Hogan & Quan-Haase, 2010), hence there may be a slight 

bias towards more recent photos in the analyzed images, which is on the other hand complemented 

by the slope in popularity of the game. 

In game related forums and communities, the game itself frames the discussion. Gameplay related 

sites do not follow the same content structure as other social media communication (Hu et al. 

2014). Some players are very prolific fan artists and frequently submit AR images with personal 

watermarks. Such participants were tracked to their personal social media sites to check that, the 

sites do not contain Pokémon images or images of gameplay, but personal images of life and work. 

Therefore, the AR images or photos analyzed do not reveal much of the personality of the players. 

On the other hand, this suggests that the images are reliably on topic: Pokémon GO related events 

and gameplay. 

Many recent updates, research quests, surprise encounters and making the AR camera (GO 

Snapshot) available through pokémon inventory, have increased the use of AR feature in the game 

and this has resulted into an influx of game related AR images in the social media groups. This 



study was however conducted during a time when the use of AR was not as forced by game 

mechanics and this gives this research a unique perspective. Many of the images taken and 

analyzed for this study have required timing, luck and sometimes patience from the players. 

 

7. Conclusion 

Whether the blending of realities in LBMGs is called cyber-physical symbiotic social networks, 

or hybrid information spaces, games such as Pokémon GO do blend digital and physical in addition 

to blending the daily life and gameplay. This paper addresses the gameplay of Pokémon GO and 

shows how the players share their gaming experience through pictures that are depicting the 

blending of different realities. Findings of this study demonstrate that digital and visual 

ethnographic approach can provide rich insights about the context of the gameplay. In this study 

some of the boundaries of the playful urban space and activities were identified. Norms do indeed 

restrict the context of gameplay and how closely daily life and play are entwined. It was also 

observed that indoor gameplay is commonplace, and the players also play in their beds and 

bathrooms frequently. To the game designers and developers it can be proposed to go beyond the 

conventional wisdom of outdoor-focused location-based mobile game design and pay attention to 

the gameplay behaviors in different contexts (indoor-outdoor, public-private), which can lead to 

more creative game design and enriched game experience. 
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